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Abstract² In this paper the problem of service center servers
high energy consumption is tackled by proposing a time series
based CPU dynamic frequency scaling algorithm. The algorithm
senses the workload changes and adapts the CPU power states
thus minimizing the CPU energy consumption. Our solution
analyzes the CPU workload time series for identifying the
frequent workload patterns. For each frequent pattern, the
corresponding dynamic frequency scaling actions are determined
DQG DVVRFLDWHG XVLQJ LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW WKH SDWWHUQ¶V VXEsequences trends. A workload characterization function is
defined and used to identify the pattern trends. To identify the
membership of the new CPU workload observations to a frequent
CPU workload pattern, a sliding window based method is used. If
such a match is found, the dynamic frequency scaling actions
associated to the frequent pattern are executed and the pattern
occurrence probability is increased.
Keywords- time series; dynamic frequency scaling; frequent
patterns; workload trend; sliding window.

I.

INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

The energy used by the service centers has increased
drastically in the recent years, being directly related with the
number of hosted servers and their workload. Service center
servers computing capabilities and in consequence their power
consumption will continuously increase in time. As the price
and demand for energy continue to rise, service center servers
power consumption must be considered as a first-class
resource that is carefully controlled along with their
performance.
Dynamic Power Management (DPM) is a methodology
that allows for powering-down the server components to
reduce the power consumption. The state of the art power
management techniques can be classified into hardware and
software techniques. Hardware techniques refer mainly to the
design of efficient components such as low-voltage transistors,
power-efficient components (CPU, DRAM, various
controllers, etc.) and high conversion-rate power supplies [1].
Software techniques on the other hand, deal with power
management of system hardware components (CPU, RAM,
HDD, network cards) by transitioning them into one of the
several different low-power states when they are idle for a
long period of time [2].
According to the strategy used for deciding to trigger a
power state transition for a hardware component, three types
of DPM techniques are identified [3]: predictive techniques,
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heuristic techniques and QoS / Energy trade-offs. Predictive
techniques employ simple to sophisticated predictive
mechanisms to determine how long into the future the
hardware component is expected to stay idle and use that
knowledge to determine when to reactivate the component into
a high power state [4] [5]. Heuristics techniques use quick
accessible information for decision taking; they are very fast
and have little overhead. However in complex systems they
are loosely applicable and sometimes they can result in erratic
performance degradation [6] [7]. The QoS/Energy trade-offs
techniques exploit the energy saving opportunities presented
by lowering the performance request levels of the running
tasks.
In a service center server the main power consumers are
the processors and to some extent the internal memory [8].
TKH LQWURGXFWLRQ RI WKH $GYDQFHG &RQ¿JXUDWLRQ DQG 3RZHU
Interface (ACPI) [9], an open industry standard which allows
an operating system to directly control its underlying
hardware, opened new directions for controlling the CPU
power-saving aspects of a server like Dynamic Frequency
Scaling (DFS). Most of the DFS approaches are based on the
fact that, the energy consumed by the processor is a quadratic
function of its operating voltage and implicitly of its frequency
[10]. In [11] a DFS method based on decomposing the CPU
workload into on-chip and off-chip is proposed. The on-chip
workload contains the CPU clock cycles that are required to
execute instructions in the CPU whereas the off-chip workload
captures the number of external memory access clock cycles
that are required to perform external memory transactions.
Khargharia proposes a theoretical methodology and an
experimental framework for autonomic power and
performance management of high-performance server
platforms [12]. In [13] the authors propose a DFS algorithm
which detects the CPU-boundedness of a program using a
regression method on the number of instruction per-second
executed by the CPU in the past and then adjusting the CPU
frequency accordingly. A DFS method that uses adaptive
learning trees for predicting the CPU next idle periods is
proposed in [14]. The learning tree nodes contain the CPU
workload values and a tree path represents a workload
sequence. In [15] a DFS technique based on machine learning
and power policies is proposed. Techniques for predicting the
best CPU frequency choices based on machine learning are
also proposed in [21]. Bircher [16] performs an ample analysis
of power management on recent multi-core processors using

the functions provided by regular operating systems. In [20], a
time series-based solution for managing power in mobile
processors and disks for multimedia workloads is proposed.
Time series statistical techniques are employed to determine
the processor and I/O demands and to change the performance
states. The above presented DFS approaches are conservative
due to the existing concerns regarding the application
performance and infrequent but inevitable workload peaks.
In this paper we address the problem of service center
servers high energy consumption by proposing a CPU DFS
algorithm capable of dynamically changing the CPU power
states (p-states) and implicitly its working frequency
according to the workload variations thus minimizing its
energy consumption. The DFS algorithm collects data about
the CPU at regular time intervals and constructs a CPU
workload time series. The CPU workload time series is
analyzed for identifying frequent CPU workload patterns. For
each frequent pattern, the corresponding DFS actions are
determined using information about the pattern¶V subsequences trends and a workload characterization function. A
sliding window based method is employed to identify for new
CPU workload observations the apartness to an indentified
frequent CPU workload pattern. If such a match is found the
DFS actions associated to the frequent pattern are executed
and the pattern appearance probability is increased.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section II
the concept of CPU workload time series is defined and the
CPU DFS algorithm initial and run time stages are detailed,
section III presents some experimental energy saving results
obtained for the proposed algorithm while Section IV
concludes the paper.
II.

TIME SERIES BASED DYNAMIC FREQUENCY SCALING

This chapter introduces a CPU Dynamic Frequency Scaling
(DFS) methodology based on time series analysis and
dynamically matching patterns at run-time. A time series is
defined as a sequence of data values, measured at uniform and
consecutive time intervals [17]. For CPU DFS, a time series
GHVFULEHVWKH&38¶VZRUNORDGYDOXHVHYROXWLRQLQWLPH
ܺ = { ݐݔ,  = ݐ1, ǥ , ܰ}

analyzed for identifying frequent CPU workload patterns and
their associated DFS actions.
In the run time phase, the current workload values are
captured and added to the initial CPU workload time series. A
sliding window based algorithm is used to find a match
between the current considered sliding window observations
and the initial stage identified frequent patterns. If such a match
is found, the DFS actions associated to the frequent pattern are
executed and the pattern appearance probability is increased.
Otherwise the sliding window observations are added to the
CPU workload time series and the initial stage algorithms are
used to determine the appropriate DFS actions to be executed.
A. The Initial Stage
The initial stage has two main steps: CPU frequent
workload patterns identification and frequent patterns DFS
actions association. In the first phase the CPU workload time
series is analyzed and frequent CPU workload patterns (also
small time series  ݐ{ = ,  = ݐ1, ǥ } ) are identified. In the
second phase the identified frequent patterns are divided in
sub-sequences with strict trends and analyzed using a
workload characterization function with the goal of identifying
the appropriate DFS actions to be executed to minimize the
&38¶VHQHUJ\FRQVXPSWLRQ
1) CPU frequent workload patterns identification
To discover frequent workload patterns in the CPU
workload time series a frequent sub-graph mining algorithm is
applied. The CPU workload time series is modeled as a graph
(see Fig. 1 for an example). Each graph vertex stores a CPU
workload observation value while a graph edge represents an
evolution between two consecutive CPU workload values.
Each graph edge has an associated label representing the
number of transitions (continuously incremented) between two
CPU workload observation values.

(1)

where  ݐݔis a time series observation (a CPU workload value
in %),  ݐrepresents the time index (the time snapshot in which
the workload value has been captured) and ܰ is the total
number of observations.
A CPU time series observation represents the CPU
monitored workload value and the time instance in which that
value was captured ( = ݐݔሺWt , ݐሻ). A time interval represents
the constant time difference between two consecutive
workload observations. For CPU, the workload series time
interval is considered one second.
The proposed DFS methodology has two main stages: (i) an
initial stage or training stage executed offline before the
algorithms deployment and continuously in background
afterwards and (ii) a run-time stage.
In the initial stage the CPU workload values are monitored /
collected for a long period of time and a CPU workload time
series is constructed. The CPU workload time series is
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Figure 1. Constructing the CPU observations time series and the associated
transition graph

To construct the CPU workload time series graph, time
series observations are considered one by one in the order of
their appearance. The first workload time series observation
represents the starting vertex of the graph. Let us consider ܺ ݐa
time series observation that is represented in the graph as

vertex A. For the next time series observation ܺݐ+1 a new
graph vertex B must be created.
Two main possibilities are identified:
x If a vertex already exists in the graph and corresponds
to a workload observation similar to ܺݐ+1 (having the
same workload value), no new vertex will be created.
If an edge connecting node A and node B exists, then
its transition number value is incremented by 1, else a
new one ($ĺ%) with the transition number value 1 is
created.
x Otherwise (no graph vertex with the same workload
value as ܺݐ+1 exists), a new node B and the edge
connecting node A and node B is created. The edge
transition number value is set to 1.
These steps are repeated for every CPU workload
observation in the time series. A frequent workload pattern is
represented by subgraphs of different dimensions (minimum
two vertex) with a high occurrence probability.
The occurrence probability or rank of a pattern is equal
with the minimum transition number value assigned to an edge
part of the pattern sub-graph. This means that the occurrence
probability of a graph cannot exceed the occurrence
probability of its subgraphs:
ܺ , ܻ  ܩ א, ܺ  ܻ ك՜ ܲ(ܻ)  ܲ(ܺ)

(2)

To identify the frequent sub-patterns from the CPU
workload time series, an adapted version of the apriori-like
frequent sub-graph mining algorithm [18] is used. The adapted
version of the apriori-like method has three main steps which
are repeated until no new CPU workload subgraphs are
generated: candidate generation, candidate pruning and
candidate elimination. In the following sub-sections by (k)graph we refer to a graph that has k vertices.
a) Candidate generation
To generate the candidate CPU workload patterns
subgraphs the incremental vertex growing method is used. At
each increment k, pairs of (k-1)-subgraphs are considered and
eventually merged to create a (k)-subgraph. Two (k-1)subgraphs can be merged if and only if they share a (k-2)subgraph (also called core subgraph). The (k)-subgraph is
obtained by attaching to the core (k-2)-subgraph the two
additional vertices and edges from the considered (k-1)subgraphs.
Fig. 2 presents an example of the incremental vertex
growing method for (2)-subgraphs and (3)-subgraphs. Two
(2)-subgraphs can be merged if and only if share a common
vertex, while two (3)-subgraphs can be merged if they share
two common vertexes.

Figure 2. Candidate generation example

To determine the common core subgraph of two graphs,
WKH JUDSKV¶ DGMDFHQF\ PDWULFHV DUH XVHG 7KH FRPPRQ FRUH
can be computed by removing the last line and column of an
adjacency matrix. If the two core adjacency matrices are
identical, the two subgraphs can be merged.
b) Candidate pruning and elimination
In this step all the generated (k)-graphs representing CPU
workload patterns candidates are investigated to determine
subgraphs with low occurrence probability (smaller than a
defined threshold). If such a subgraph is identified, the (k)graph representing CPU workload pattern is removed from the
candidates set. This step is successively repeated for every k.
This ensures the fact that infrequent CPU workload sequences
are always removed from the generated workload patterns.
Also, in the next iterations, the number of the generated (k+1)subgraphs will be reduced by considering the anti-monotone
property of the occurrence probability function: a (k+1)subgraph is frequent if the two generated (k)-subgraphs are
frequent.
2) Frequent pattern DFS actions association
The identified frequent CPU workload patterns are
analyzed and the DFS actions or plans of actions associated to
the workload pattern are determined. To associate a CPU DFS
action to a frequent workload pattern three main steps are
used: (i) the frequent workload patterns are divided into
elementary sub-sequences that have strict ascendant or
descendent trends, (ii) for each elementary CPU workload
sub-sequences, a characterization function is used to determine
the sub-sequence which would trigger a change of the CPU pstate and (iii) based on WKH SUHYLRXV VWHSV UHVXOWV WKH &38¶V
DFS actions associated to the frequent workload pattern are
established.
a) CPU IUHTXHQWSDWWHUQ¶Vsub-sequences
To indentify the CPU workload pattern elementary subsequences with strict ascendant or descendent trends, the time
series least square trend estimation method is used (see Fig. 3
for an example). The time series least square trend estimation
PHWKRG LV EDVHG RQ GHWHUPLQLQJ IRU WKH SDWWHUQ¶V FRQVHFXWLYH
CPU workload observations  = ݐݔሺWt , ݐሻ the values of
parameters a and b for which the following relation is
minimized:
σ[ ݐሺܽ  ݐ כ+ ܾሻ െ ] ݐݔ2

The trend (as a value) is represented by the slope of the
trend line (ܽ  ݐ כ+ ܾ). In our case, an elementary sub-sequence
has an ascending trend if the determined trend line which fits
WKH HQWLUH SDWWHUQ¶V REVHUYDWLRQV KDV D SRVLWLYH VORSH DQG
descendant otherwise.

Figure 3. Dividing a CPU frequent pattern in sub-sequences
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(3)

To divide the CPU workload frequent pattern into
elementary sub-sequences, the frequent pattern first
observation is considered. The frequent workload patteUQ¶V
observations are then iterated one by one and are added to the
default sub-sequence. For each new observation that is added
the default sub-sequence, the trend is estimated using the least
square trend estimation method. The objective is to find the
straight line (also called trend line) which fits all the CPU
observations part of the default sub-sequence. If such a trend
line can be determined, the default sub-sequence observations
have a strict trend and the iteration continues. Otherwise, if a
trend line cannot be determined, the default sub-sequence
observations trend is modeled by a non-linear function. This
means that the last added observation is an inflexion point.
The default sub-sequence observations without the inflexion
point observation is saved as a strict trend sub-sequence and is
re-initialized using the inflexion point as its first observation.
The iteration will continue until the entire freTXHQW SDWWHUQ¶V
observations are considered.
b) Workload characterization function
The goal of the workload characterization function is to
establish, for a frequent workload pattern sub-sequence with a
clear trend, the potential to trigger a CPU p-state change. The
values of p-states depend on the CPU type, but usually
ܲ ݁ݐܽݐݏെ0 is always the highest-performance state (highest
frequency, highest power consumption), while ܲ ݁ݐܽݐݏെ1 to
ܲ ݁ݐܽݐݏെ݊ are successive lower-performance states. The
minimum and maximum workload values for which the CPU
operates in a certain p-state are defined by its technical
datasheet (we note them with: ܶܲ݉݅݊
and ܶܲ݉ܽݔ
). The
 ݁ݐܽݐݏെ݅
 ݁ݐܽݐݏെ݅
workload characterization function is constructed in such a
way that  ݐtime index correlates highly with the occurrence of
a CPU p-state transition as in (4).
+,
ܥሺ݃ሺݐሻ, ܲ݅ ሻ = ൞0
െ

݃ሺݐሻ  ܶܲ݉ܽݔ
݅

ܶܲ݉݅݊
 ݃ሺݐሻ  ܶܲ݉ܽݔ
݅
݅
݃ሺݐሻ  ܶܲ݉݅݊
݅
(4)
ܰ

݃ሺݐሻ = ݃ሺݔ1 , ݔ2 , ǥ ,  ݐݔሻ = ݔ1 +   ݐݔെ ݐݔെ1
=ݐ2

where ݔ1 is the workload observation inflexion point (first
element of the sub-sequence) and ݔ2 , ǥ ,  ݐݔare the CPU
observed workload values part of a frequent pattern subsequence ()ݍ݁ݏ. A frequent pattern sub-sequence with strict
trend can be in one of the following classes: p+ - may trigger a
CPU p-state change form an inferior p-state to a superior pstate, p- - may trigger a CPU p-state change form a superior pstate to an inferior p-state and p0 - doesn¶WWULJJHUDQ\&38Sstate changes.
c) 'HWHUPLQLQJWKH&38¶VDFS actions
In this section an algorithm for selecting and constructing
the DFS actions plans that need to be executed for a certain
frequent workload pattern is presented. To design an algorithm
IRU LPSURYLQJ WKH &38¶V HQHUJ\ HIILFLHQF\ WKH IROORZLQJ
considerations must be kept iQPLQG L WRLPSURYHWKH&38¶V
energy consumption, DFS actions should be taken to keep as
much as possible (and if possible) the CPU in low power
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consumption p-states and (ii) all the DFS actions introduce a
power consumption and performance penalty. As a
consequence, the algorithm must filter (ignore in the DFS
actions selection process) the frequent pattern isolated
workload spikes because they will induce a high energy
consumption payload with a small performance gain.
The algorithm analyzes the frequent patterns pairs of
successive sub-sequences and using their trend related
information, decides on three types of DFS actions: scale-up
CPU to a higher performance p-state, scale-down CPU to a
lower performance state and no CPU scaling. A CPU state
transition to a higher performance p-state (՛ in the decision
Table 1) is selected for execution for the following pairs of
elementary sub-sequences part of the frequent workload
pattern: + ՜ + and  + ՜ 0 . A CPU state transition to a
lower performance p-state ( ՝ in the decision Table 1) is
selected to be executed for the following pairs of successions
of frequent workload pattern elementary sub-sequences:
െ ՜  െ and െ ՜ 0 . No state transition action (՞ in the
decision Table 1) is selected for the following succession of
sub-sequences 0 ՜ 0 , 0 ՜  െ , 0 ՜ + .
TABLE I.

DFS ACTIONS DECISION TABLE

Next pattern
Current pattern
+
0
െ

+

0

െ

՛
՞
ι

՛
՞
՝

ι
՞
՝

The pairs of sub-sequences + ՜ െ and  െ ՜ + usually
signal a workload spike so their simple analysis is not enough
to decide on the appropriate DFS action (unidentified action
notated with ι in the decision Table 1). In this case the current
sub-sequence length and its associated threshold (݈ܶ ) is used as
a decision criteria. For the + ՜  െ pair of sub-sequences the
CPU will be scaled up to a higher p-state if and only if the size
of the + sub-sequence is higher than ݈ܶ otherwise no scaling
action will be selected. For െ ՜  + the CPU will be scaled
down to a lower p-state if and only if the size of the െ subsequence is higher than ݈ܶ otherwise no scaling action will be
selected.
There are some particular cases in which the frequent
pattern sub-sequences cannot be grouped in pairs: (i) the
frequent pattern has only one sub-sequence and (ii) the current
considered sub-sequence is the last one in the pattern. In this
situations, the selected DFS actions correspond to the current
sub-section classification if the sub-section length is higher
than the predefined threshold ݈ܶ .
݈ܶ threshold is empirically selected by means of
experiments. By varying ݈ܶ the performance / energy
consumption of the CPU is directly influenced as follows: a
smaller value for ݈ܶ implies that the emphasis will be on
performance while a higher ݈ܶ implies that the emphasis will
be on energy consumption.
B. The Run-Time Stage
At run-time, the CPU is monitored, observations regarding
its workload values are gathered at regular time intervals, and

added to the initial stage CPU workload time series. The main
goal of this stage is to identify a match between the current
collected workload observations and the frequent workload
patterns determined in the initial stage (see Fig. 4 algorithm
lines 8-12). If such a match is found the DFS action or plans of
actions associated to the frequent pattern is taken (line 16) and
the pattern occurrence probability is increased by one.
Otherwise it means that a new workload pattern is found and
the initial stage algorithms (workload characterization and
pattern DFS action selection) are run in background to select
the proper DFS actions to be executed and associated for the
new workload pattern. The new workload pattern occurrence
probability is set to one (see Fig. 4 algorithm line 15).

observations. It can be easily shown that if there is an exact
matching between the current sliding window and an initial
stage frequent pattern, this matching is unique. In this case the
taken DFS actions correspond to the matching pattern class.
On the other hand when dealing with an incomplete match,
the pattern number of observations is greater than the sliding
window number of observations. An incomplete match
represents only a partial mapping of the sliding window
observations onto the starting observations of a CPU workload
pattern.
An incomplete matching is not unique meaning that it can
be more than one initial stage frequent patterns with an
incomplete matching for the current sliding window. In this
case new collected CPU observations are added to the sliding
window until an exact match with one frequent pattern
indentified in the initial stage or no match is found. If no mach
is found, the sliding window observations form a new
workload pattern and the DFS actions that need to be executed
for this pattern are selected using the initial stage algorithms.
III.

CASE STUDY AND RESULTS

To test and validate the time series based DFS algorithm an
IBM server with Intel i7 3GHz processor and 6 GB of memory
is used. The Intel i7 processor provides 14 power states (pstates), each state having different associated frequencies and
implicitly different power consumption values (see Table 2).
TABLE II.

P-State

Figure 4. The CPU time series based DFS algorithm ± run time stage

To identify the frequent workload patterns in which the
current CPU observations may be placed, a dynamic sliding
window based algorithm is used. The sliding window is a
small time series which dimension is gradually increased by
varying the number of past observations together with the
current ones. The sliding window dimension cannot exceed
the maximum size of a frequent pattern identified in the initial
phase. To evaluate the degree of matching between the sliding
window CPU workload observations and the initial stage
determined patterns we define a correlation factor as:
ܰ

݈ݏ
ܿݎݎሺܵܮ, ሻ = σ=ݐ1
( ݐ݈ݏെ ) ݐ2

(5)

where ܵ ܮrepresents the sliding window time series,  is an
initial phase identified frequent pattern,  ݐ݈ݏrepresents a sliding
window observation,  ݐis a pattern observation and ݈ܰݏ
represents the sliding window number of observations. If the
correlation factor value is smaller than a predefined correlation
threshold ܶܿ , a match between the sliding window and the
initial phase pattern is found otherwise no matching is found.
The match between the sliding window and the initial
phase pattern can be classified in: exact matching and
incomplete matching.
When dealing with exact matching the sliding window and
the matching CPU workload pattern have the same number of
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0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Frequency
(GHz)
2.93
2.79
2.66
2.53
2.39
2.26
2.13
2.00
1.86
1.73
1.60
1.46
1.33
1.20

THE PROCESSOR P-STATES

Frequency (%)
100
95.22
90.78
86.34
81.56
77.13
72.69
68.25
63.48
59.04
54.60
49.82
45.39
40.95

Power Cons.
(W=J/s)
95
83.41
72.87
63.33
54.75
47.06
40.24
34.21
28.94
24.36
20.44
17.13
14.36
12.09

For testing purposes, CentOS 5.5 [22] is installed as host
operating system on the server. The CPU usage information is
monitored and collected using cpufreq-utils [23] kernel utility
which also allows for controlling the CPU p-state / frequency.
On top of this infrastructure the time series based DFS
algorithm is deployed.
To evaluate the energy efficiency capabilities of our time
series based DFS algorithm we have generated a highly
intensive test case workload with frequent spikes for which the
CPU usage varies between 40% and 100 %. Super PI CPU
benchmarking software [24] is used to generate such
workload. Super PI CPU benchmark is based on computing 2݊
digits of ߨ (݊ has a maximum value of 25). We have randomly
started and executed for a certain amount of time several PI
digits generators, thus obtaining highly intensive workloads.

Using a power meter (ISO-TECH IPM3005 [25]) we have
measured the test case IBM server instant power consumption
(W=J/s). The IBM server energy consumption was determined
as the total power consumed in the time period needed to
execute the generated workload. As it can be seen in Fig. 5,
for the same executed workload the IBM server average power
consumption was about 99.9 W when managed with our time
series based DFS algorithm and about 112.6 W for the CentOS
OnDemand frequency governor algorithm. This results in an
estimated energy consumption of about 81418 J (22.6 Wh) for
the DFS algorithm and 91796 J (25.5 Wh) for CentOS
OnDemand. The energy efficiency increase is about of 12.8 %
for the time series based DFS algorithm compared with
CentOS OnDemand.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a time series based DFS algorithm for
energy efficient management of service center servers CPU
power states. Time series and data mining specific concepts /
processes like observations, trends, time series characterization
or frequent patterns identification are employed to determine
the DFS actions that must be executed to accommodate and run
the incoming CPU workload with minimum energy
consumption. The test case results are promising showing that
the proposed algorithm manages to save approximate 12.8% of
energy when running a highly intensity workload compared
with the CentOS frequency governor. This is due to the time
series based algorithm capability of adapting the CPU power
states according to the incoming workload spikes.
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